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Ball point hindges

MEASUREMENT SPECS

Roll Line(fold)

1. Front Flap length

2. Back & Inner linning length

3. Back & inner linning width

4. front & front inner linning length

5. front & front inner linning width

6. Metal plate length

7. Metal plate height

8. Metal plate width

9. inner metal case length

10. inner metal case pocket length

11. inner metal case pocket width

14. inner metal case pocket height

15. bottom back insert width 

12. metal hindge width

13. metal hindge length

2.0625”15.
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CONSTRUCTION PAGE

Lay both base and linning fabrics face to face (A.), then stitch only the top part of the pattern
as shown on the arrow of the drawing (B.) Do not sew over notches leave notches open! 
once finshed, flip the fabrics inside out where the correct sides of the fabric do not show any seaming. 
Then apply glue onto the inside of the fabrics, then slide 2 piece cardboard and metal casing 
 inside as shown and press firmly to have the cardboard sandwhiched and glued 
permanantley between fabrics. Finished shown as so (C.) then top stitch as shown (D.)

Apply glue onto the cardboard piece shown in the drawing (A.) then apply it in the inside of the the metal
casing ( accurateing place in the middle). Then slide front and back peices on the inside of metal as shown (B.)
the finished product should look as shown (C.)

Apply trim button onto the front of the base fabric. Start with the button in which 
it is hand sewn, then apply diamond stud with by hammering, then lastly apply the 
rivet as well by hammering.

Apply glue on both side of cardboard then attach card board in between
both linning and base fabrics as shown (A.) then fold edge over the linning
(B.) and top stitch
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